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Inside Access
Since the imagined glory of the Grand Budapest,
emerging hotels have exerted newer myths
Words Gabrie ll e A b r a h a n

This page: Hotel Ritz

Hotel Ritz, Paris
Home to history’s different greats,
from F. Scott Fitzgerald to Coco
Chanel, the equally legendary
Hotel Ritz reopens with newly
renovated interiors that live up
to its glory days. The hotel’s
contemporary design sets a stark
contrast against its original 19th
century pieces. Guests can partake
of the cuisine prepared by Chef
Nicolas Sale and beauty treatments
at the Chanel au Ritz Paris salon.

The President, Laos
Tucked in the middle of the
Vientiane neighborhood in Laos,
the hotel is surrounded by the
Presidential palace, temples, and
touches of French architecture.
It blends Laotian culture with its
colonial roots, and its presidential
suite comes with a private butler
service fit for royalty.
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Clockwise from top left: Four Season’s suite, The President’s café,
Amanemu’s spa treatment room, Chablé’s king villa.

Four Seasons Hotel, Jakarta
Taking the place of the old
Four Seasons hotel, its newest
incarnation features romantic
French interiors and suites that
present a panoramic view of the
Jakarta skyline. The new Four
Seasons Hotel is designed with
the traditional Indonesian style of
incorporating the outdoors with
indoor areas, proof of how one
dynamic space can stand as an art
piece all on its own.

Chablé, Mexico
In Mexico’s famous Yucatán
peninsula, Chablé takes inspiration
from the ancient culture of the
Mayans, its authentic haciendastyle interior and spa therapies
drawing energy from a nearby
cenote. Located near the ruins of
Chichen Itza and Uxmal, in a sort
of underworld within the caves,
Chablé’s private cenote offers the
first ethereal spa of its kind.

Amanemu, Japan
Its name is derived from the
Sanskrit word aman, which means
peace, and nemu, which means
sharing joy in Japanese. The first
hot spring hotel by the Aman
group, designed with authentic
ryokan architecture, is built on
the edge of the Osaki Peninsula
and complements the surrounding
Japanese gardens of Ise-Shima
National Park.

Explora Valle Sagrado, Peru
In the middle of an old corn
plantation, Valle Sagrado sits
surrounded by mountains that
were formerly home to the Incan
empire. Even the hotel’s walls tell
a history lecture on their own.
Having opened this July, Valle
Sagrado’s interiors are layered in
traditional adobe and Jahuacollay
hawthorn, while salvaged walls
reveal the ancient craftsmanship
of the Inca masons.

